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Abstract

This project aims to create an exciting and stimulating play device for hospital patients, specifically for teenagers (12-18+) with the main objective being entertainment and distraction through interactive play and music making. This will be achieved through an interactive digital music installation that engages audio and visual stimulation and will be referred to as the Music Cubes. The role of the Music Cubes is to enhance interactive play that is not evident in distraction techniques currently provided to teenagers within the Department of Adolescent Medicine at The Children’s Hospital at Westmead.

The hypothesis is that integrating the use of computers into therapeutic practices such as play therapy, could be the key to positively engaging and motivating adolescents. There is no doubt that most young people enjoy using computers. Technology is on the rise, and the relationship between computer and human-integration is becoming more prominent. This research reveals a prominent gap in the field of therapeutic interactive play and seeks to explore possible solutions to this issue through use of the Music Cubes.

The challenge for this project is that there is no direct answer. The creative work therefore, draws on a range of different disciplines such as play as a therapeutic tool, music, interactive digital technologies, design considerations, and an examination of literature to determine how to proceed with implementing and building the device. The Music Cubes seeks to offer innovative stimulation through play and music making within a hospital environment to act as entertainment and distraction.

Introduction

The inspiration for this project stems from personal frustration: seeing my 18-year-old brother constantly in and out of the hospital for many years repeatedly in a vulnerable and dismal predicament. While the hospital staff and doctors fulfilled their jobs as health professionals, for a teenager who is shut off from the outside world, from their social life and normal routine, life couldn’t be more boring. Visiting my brother in hospital, my time was spent trying to occupy and stimulate him through conversation, board games and watching T.V. But after doing this for so many hours the options soon run out. During these hospital visits, I noticed the coldness of the atmosphere, lack of colour, and a desperate need for stimulation.
In my experience, adolescents within Sydney hospitals often don’t have a place to call their own – something that might be viewed as a fundamental need for a person with unruly hormones. As they are either thrust into a children’s ward or adult’s ward, hospital time for adolescents could not be considered fun. One could argue that as a teenager is at an age of growing independence, they should be able to handle the experience. However, being in a hospital and missing school, friends, parties, soccer games and the routine of normal teenage life, means that the days and hours pass slowly. The purpose behind the Music Cubes is to help this situation. An interactive music-making device will allow will teenagers not only to have a device with which to play, interact and socialise, but will provide a tool for entertainment and distraction, however small it may be, to call their own.

This project, called the Music Cubes, aims to create an exciting and stimulating play device for a hospital, specifically for teenagers (12-18+). Its purpose is to distract and entertain patients in the foreign surroundings of a hospital by engaging in interactive music making via a computer device. The hypothesis is that integrating the use of computers into therapeutic practices such as play and distraction, could be the key to positively engaging and motivating adolescents. There is no doubt that most young people enjoy using computers, Technology is on the rise and the relationship between computer and human integration is becoming more prominent.

The most enjoyable experiences with my brother often involved listening to our favorite music, guessing the lyrics to come, and bathing in the comfort of familiar songs. It is amazing what music can do to the body and soul. Even looking back through my HSC, I used to plug in my earphones for an hour a day, zone out and de-stress. Some may call this anti-social, but for me it was a distraction from the information floating about in my brain from the school day. So far we can quantify some of the emotional responses caused by music, but we cannot yet explain them. But that's okay. I don't have to understand electricity to benefit from light when I switch on a lamp when entering a room, and I don’t have to understand why music can make me feel better emotionally. For children and teenagers music is a part of everyday life. Learning through music is becoming increasingly popular. Look at The Wiggles who have sold 17 million videos and 5 million CDs, countless toys, clothing and books (Urban, 2005).

The Music Cubes will seek to give adolescents an opportunity to engage with an innovative device encouraging play and exploration with creative outcomes in a predictable, controllable and safe environment in order to distract them from any daunting fears they may be facing. The hope is that the Music Cubes will contribute to the wellbeing of patients through distraction and interactive play in both an individual and group contexts.

The challenge of this project is that there is no direct answer. The construction around the Music Cubes therefore, draws on a range of different disciplines such as play as a therapeutic tool, music, interactive digital technologies, design considerations, and an examination of literature to determine how to proceed with implementing and building the device. It is important to note that the interactive play space is not an experiment; it does not seek to have a specific outcome like that of most of the interactive music and play projects used within therapeutic environments such as Play and Music Therapy. It also does not seek to replace or reproduce the relationship between employed therapists, but rather the play space seeks to offer innovative stimulation through play and music making within a hospital environment to act as a distraction.

**Key Issues**

The project can be broken up into key issues, which are:

**Play and Music**
Play in the hospital environment aims to provide experiences that distract children and it also helps prepare them for medical procedures. In the majority of major hospitals, play therapists are employed to oversee play activities and play areas aimed at children and adolescents. Their primary role is to facilitate play activities that promote wellbeing and normalise a patient’s stay (N Anderson, 2010). Music therapists are also employed in hospitals to facilitate clinical analysis through music activities. Music is ubiquitous in modern society and so therefore it is a medium that is likely to engage a wide audience. However, it is important to note here that the play device (The Music Cubes) does not act to replicate the role of the music or play therapist but rather to employ therapeutic practices to distract the patient through music making and interactive play activities.

**Distraction Techniques**

Distraction techniques are important in a clinical environment and using the combination of play and music may be beneficial in helping a patient adapt, relax and become familiar with the foreign surroundings of a hospital. The play therapists often implement certain play activities to suit certain age groups. There is a wide range of activities, as can be seen in

Table 1 illustrates a collection of distraction techniques and methods for certain age groups that may be used within a hospital environment. In the 12-18+ category, it is evident that play therapists use methods and distractions that are already available to patients in their everyday lives and therefore do not constitute for “special” activities in the same manner as the activities offered to younger age groups. This has led me to build the play devices specifically for the 12-18+ age group in order to bridge the gap in engaging teenagers in innovative stimulation and distraction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Distraction</th>
<th>After</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-1 year</td>
<td>Relaxation Music, Touch, Massage, Parents calm voice</td>
<td>Cuddles, Toys, Soft voice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-3 years</td>
<td>Relaxation Music, Light &amp; Sound Toys, Pop-up Toys, Bubbles, Counting</td>
<td>Stickers, Toys, TV/Move</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-6 years</td>
<td>Favorite Music, Bubbles, Books, Magnet Books</td>
<td>Sticker, Craft pack, TV/Move</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-10 years</td>
<td>Favorite music, DVD, Braiding, Squish Ball, Taking about Favorite Things</td>
<td>Sticker, Craft Pack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-15 years</td>
<td>Favorite Music, Jokes, Books, Squish ball, Search and find book</td>
<td>Verbal reward, Ask if they have any questions regarding what just happened</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15+</td>
<td>Relaxation, Jokes, Braiding, Ipod, Computer Games</td>
<td>Verbal rewards, Ask if they have any questions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1: Example of a Distraction Technique Chart (Estreich K, 2010)*

**Interactive digital technologies**

The potential of electronic toys for use in medical settings has been of interest in the hospital environment for some time. Recreational therapists from Sydney’s Royal Rehabilitation Centre for example, use Wii Motes on burns victims to help distract the patient and encourage physical movement through interactive games (Stack Games, 2009).

There is a growing demand for play and music therapists to apply similar interactive technologies in clinical practices. There are many new interfaces and computer devices that are
being created that can incorporate art, music, play and technology within one model. Application to the hospital environment is merely scratching the surface of an incredible, adaptable and beneficial tool. These tools include Play Stations (Sony Computer Entertainment, 2010) and iPods (Apple Inc, 2010). Technology is limited only by our imaginations, which can sometimes be intimidating (to those who don’t understand it), but also has the potential for social, mental and in some cases physical therapies. In the future, technology could be integrated with existing play tools to support educational, therapeutic, and assessment outcomes in the areas of communication, social and self-esteem development. This project proposes a solution, if merely a small one, towards the lack of innovative stimulation for teenage patients of the Adolescent Medicine Department at The Children’s Hospital Westmead.

Presently, the technology available for play purposes to patients within the Adolescent Medical Unit at The Children’s Hospital Westmead is limited. This includes devices such as iPods and Play Stations. These devices often promote reclusive activities (N Anderson, 2010). The objective of the department is to normalise the patient’s stay and make them feel at home. This includes encouraging socialisation and group activities (Anderson, 2010). This objective is difficult with the available interactive technologies mentioned above, however, as most are designed for one user. The Music Cubes can be used for both the independent user and group users through different music settings.

**Play – its importance to the young**

Play has been defined as activities that are exploratory in nature and consist of a variety of activities that involve movement and manipulation in relation to the environment (Stagnitti, 2004). Traditionally, the ‘tools of the trade’ for child life specialists have been paint, clay, ceramics, textiles, collage materials, three-dimensional toys and music. However within the last two decades, clinical programs have begun to introduce technology as a therapeutic medium for hospitalised children and families to offer new forms of stimulation (D Rode, K Capitulo, M Fishman, & G Holden, 1998). This can be seen in the use of Play Stations (Sony Computer Entertainment, 2010) and other gaming devices that could now be considered common devices used for distraction.

In a hospital context, play therapist Estreich (Estreich, 2010) points out that play is important in distracting patients during potentially distressing procedures. The most important information retrieved from personal email correspondence with Estreich was distraction techniques as can be seen in Table 1. The chart shows different play methods and devices used for specific age groups. In the 10-15 and 15+ categories of Table 1 it is evident that play therapists use methods and distractions that are already available to patients in their everyday lives, and therefore do not constitute for "special” activities in the same manner as the activities offered to younger age groups.

It is evident through the distraction techniques provided by Estreich, that stimulation approaches for adolescents are lacking. Often the techniques used are within their known experience, such as iPods and computer games, confirming that the adolescent’s place within the hospital is mostly overlooked. Estreich points out that the reason for this may be that the 12-18 age group is often hard to cater for (2010,). This is not necessarily to say that they are not stimulated, but as far as providing resources, they don't have as wild a selection of possible diversionary activities as the younger children (et.al, 2010). For this reason the Music Cubes have been specifically targeted towards the 12-18 age group in order to bridge the gap in engaging teenagers in innovative stimulation and distraction through the use of interactive digital technology.

One of the main goals of using music and play in this hospital context is to try to relieve the anxiety and pain children and adolescents suffer as a result of the intrusive procedures to
which they are subjected (C Preti & G Welch, 2004). Activities such as arts, crafts, computer
gaming and the like are employed in the hospital environments to help normalise the patient’s
stay within hospital (N Anderson, 2010). For teenagers especially, integrating the use of
computers into practices such as play could be a key to positive engagement and motivation. A
Schools Physical Activity and Nutrition Survey (Health NSW, 2004) shows that:

- Among 11–14-year olds, three-quarters have a television in their bedroom
- Two-thirds have their own DVD player or video recorder
- One-quarter have a computer in their bedroom
- Two-thirds play computer games in their rooms
- Boys spent up to 18–22 hours a week in front of a screen, which was 3–5 hours more
  than girls

In 2005, Yahoo! and Media Communications conducted a worldwide study of the use of media
and technology by young people from the ages of 18-22 (Yahoo!, 2005). The report ranked the
top 10 countries according to their use of electronic media. Within the top 10 countries,
Australia was ranked:

- 1st - Text messaging (97%)
- 2nd - Own or regularly use video game consoles (61%)
- 2nd - Use email (85%)
- 3rd - Own or regularly use Personal Computers (88%)
- 3rd - Own or regularly use mobile phones (92%)
- 3rd - Use instant messaging (85%)
- 3rd - Use games on mobile phones (74%)

It can be concluded from the statistics above that the application of digital technologies to
provide interactive music making experiences as distraction, is, therefore, a logical step.

Teenagers – activities available to patients

The organisation that most commonly facilitates and promotes play within Sydney hospitals is
the Starlight Children’s Foundation. The Starlight Children’s Foundation runs numerous
programs within Australian hospitals such as The Starlight Express Room (Westmead Children’s
Hospital, 2010). Club Ado is the most relevant of the Starlight Children’s Foundation initiatives
as it gives hospitalized teenagers a dedicated space of their own, including exclusive access to
a games room, cafe, arts area, media studio and lounge. Only teenagers 12-19 are allowed in
the space, as opposed to the Starlight Express Room that is primarily available for children 12
and under. This initiative is however, only operating within Princess Margaret Hospital, Perth,
where the Starlight Express Room (12 under) is employed in most major hospitals within
Australia (The Starlight Children’s Foundation, 2010).

Club Ado is useful in offering teenagers a place of their own to feel comfortable, play pool and
video games. Club Ado covers the issues of ‘a place to call their own’, however limited that may
be. It may be considered by some that adolescents ‘know about everything’ and therefore,
nothing is new to them, so no real effort is made to make an environment that is
stimulating/distraactive. This could be why Club Ado is only operational within the Princess
Margaret Hospital, Perth and not in other hospitals nationwide (The Starlight Children’s
Foundation, 2010).

Other initiatives include Youth Art, which is a creative arts program for adolescents, aged
12-18. The aim of the program is to create, have fun, and mix with other adolescents while
taking ‘time out’ from illness. The objective of the programs and activities available to patients
is to connect them to their creative selves through activities such as photography, ceramics,
sculpture, drawing and painting, printmaking and craft, and the general promotion of wellbeing
(N Anderson, 2010).
In 2008, one of many group arts activity was initiated by the Youth Arts Program within the Department of Adolescent Medicine called Teenscape: A Backyard Odyssey (The Department of Adolescent Medicine, 2008) as can be seen in Figure 1. As mentioned earlier the patients have activities within this existing ward to occupy their time, but none involve interactive music making devices like the Music Cubes.

Currently the programs mentioned above do not offer digital stimulation like the Music Cubes. However, they are looking to expand their entertainment and distraction activities, so the Music Cubes have been designed specifically for the Department of Adolescent Medicine to meet the needs of their patients. The issues above address the need for a project that offers innovative and interactive stimulation that is different to everyday activities for adolescents. The Music Cubes seeks to fulfill this gap.

The argument against the use of digital instruments within a hospital environment.

The potential for digital instruments within the therapeutic environment could assist patients in innovative expression and distraction as it allows a wider palette of musical expression, and enhances the user's experience of music interaction as well as their ability to interact with others. This is an objective that traditional musical instruments (such as guitar and piano) do not allow, as they are fixed instruments, and users who have minimal or limited movements (such as physical disabilities) might find this difficult to use. However, the reluctance to use new technology in therapeutic practice is still prominent as some traditionally trained musicians can be left uninspired by the use of computers in music (T. Magnusson & E Mendieta, 2007).

The argument for digital instruments within a hospital environment.

Electronic play has the potential to be entertaining without the clinician's facilitation in naturally occurring, normative play experiences. Studies have shown that electronic play may also contribute positively in the contexts of physiotherapy, occupational therapy, pain management, facilitating the development of social skills in children and adolescents with learning disabilities, mental retardation, and autism spectrum disorders (D Salonius-Pasternak & H Gelfond, 2005).

Garth Paine (2009) argues that computer interaction has the same potential as acoustic instruments, but is not understood by most users. Paine explains that “[p]hysical and musical gestures can be accommodated in digital instrument design, that it can even go a step further and defy the limits of human body and encourage limitless expression capabilities and outcomes.” (Paine, pg 2, 2009). This can also offer new possibilities and outcomes for patients who may be disabled, whereas acoustic instruments are fixed physically. An example of an interactive music making device that facilitates play and distraction is a device known as Movement to Music. MTM (C Tam, H Schwellnus, C Eaton, Y Hamdani, & A Lamont T Chau, 2007) was created to offer alternatives to the known form of stimulation, that is switch-operated toys that only provide cause-and-effect type experiences. MTM incorporates automatic movement recognition technology that is non-contact and non-invasive, as can be seen in Figure 2. When the child moves a part of his or her body into the space occupied by a virtual shape, a musical tone is triggered. It offers a new opportunity for able-bodied and disabled persons to participate in play whilst also improving psychosocial skills, and body
function.

Figure 2 Components that make up Movement to Music (MTM)

**Design Considerations**

Design considerations are important when considering building an interactive music device. The goal of the design of a new digital instrument is to be musically expressive through the use of advanced technology. However, as mentioned by Paine, digital instruments have the ability to resolve some of the issues that faced the fixed qualities of the acoustic instrument (Paine G, 2009).

To build digital instruments successfully two general qualities that form the relationship between the user and the device need to be taken into consideration. These, as established by Paine, are physical and musical parameters, as can be seen in Table 2. These parameters are taken from acoustic instruments and could be considered successful and transferable to digital technologies and instrument design and, therefore, are fundamental in order to build stimulating instruments for teenagers within a hospital environment (et.al, 2009).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical Parameters</th>
<th>Musical Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pressure</td>
<td>Dynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>Pitch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angle</td>
<td>Vibrato</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position</td>
<td>Articulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Attack/Release</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 The Guidelines for Instrument Design. (Paine, G, pg6, 2009)

The main differences between the acoustic and digital instruments found within Burland’s Study, as can be seen in Table 3 and Table 4 (Magee W & Burland K 2008), were that the digital instrument was useful as it can be created for specific needs, whereas the player has to “mould oneself” to the acoustic instrument. However, there was much discontent with the uncertainty of the continuation of commercial digital instruments and software as the possibility that production could be discontinued or not supported on new operating systems was high due to rapid evolution and upgrades. It was found that most participants believed that the acoustic instruments have a longer lifetime, and most found retreat in its limited capability. The limitations of acoustic instruments were a source of inspiration and creativity by “pushing the boundaries” and exploring its limits; this contributes to a vital difference in the success of the digital and acoustic instrument (T. Magnusson E Mendieta, 2007).
In order to build a play space for adolescents within the hospital environment it is important to understand the difference between the traditional tools used by therapists and patients and how digital technologies may benefit stimulation and distraction techniques within the hospital environment by remediating the acoustic instrument to digital design (Kendrick, 1993). Two examples of tools remediating the acoustic instrument using physical and musical parameters are EAMIR Floor Tiles and QFWFQ Duo’s work Disconcertio.

The interactive floor tiles by sound design artist Vince Manzo of EAMIR, (Manzo V.J, 2010) is a solid example of an interactive digital instrument that could be used in a play setting (see Figure 3 ). The floor tiles are simplistic and the relationship between the user and the device is clear – for example, if you apply pressure to a floor tile, a single sound is triggered. The response however is limited. There is no change in nuance and the cause and effect of the device is the same for all individuals who use it. This raises questions as to how long this simple device would stimulate a teenager. It could be gathered that the stimulation of the device would not be long.

![Figure 3 EAMIR Floor Tiles (Manzo V.J, 2010)](image-url)
QFWFQ Duo (QFWFQ Duo, 2007) however, differs from Mano’s Floor Tiles. Common elements in QFWFQ Duo’s artistic language are: interactivity, which is treated as an expressive parameter in itself, projected images, electronic sound, voice, movements and / or actions. These elements are closely related to one another and the relationships are constantly changing. QFWFQ Duo’s work Disconcertio is vastly different to Floor Tiles as the piece is audio-visual. The piece involves interaction between a torchlight and video tracking. The relationship between the user and the device is not immediately clear and could be considered dynamic. Therefore, the stimulation potential of this device could be longer as it takes longer to learn, the relationship of the device is not clear and the piece is nuanced to suit each individual.

![Image](image.png)

*Figure 4 QFWFQ Duo “Disconcertio” (Qfwfq Duo, 2007)*

The challenge with design considerations for the Music Cubes is not making the interactive components too simple, as they will not be stimulating, or too hard, as the device would be too difficult to use. It would be beneficial therefore, to design the Music Cubes to offer both components – simple interaction and the opportunity for more dynamic play. This could be achieved through the use of triggering sound samples, by assigning different instruments to each individual cube therefore allowing the participant to develop a composition or alternatively, allow for the interaction of up to three players, each taking one particular cube assigned to a particular instrument (for example, one cube could be bass, another drums). This can also encourage socialising and normalising among patients.

**Conclusions**

Play is important in distracting patients during potentially distressing procedures. This can be achieved in a number of ways depending on the patient’s age, their developmental level, the procedure they are enduring and their anxiety level.

In order to build a successful interactive device for adolescents within the hospital environment, it is important to understand the difference between the traditional tools used to distract patients, for example Play Stations and iPods. This can contribute to an understanding of how digital technologies may benefit stimulation and distraction techniques within the hospital environment by remediating the acoustic instrument to digital design (Kendrick, 1993).

There are many new interfaces and computer devices that are being created that can incorporate art, music, play and technology within the one model. The hospital environment is merely scratching the surface of an incredible, adaptable and beneficial tool. Technology tends to only be limited by our imaginations, which can sometimes be scary (to those who don’t understand its applications), but also has the potential to do many great things socially, mentally and in other cases, physically. In the future, technology could be integrated with existing play tools to support educational, therapeutic, and assessment outcomes in the areas of communication, social and self-esteem development. This project proposes a solution, if merely a small one, towards the lack of innovative stimulation for teenage patients of the Adolescent Medicine Department at The Children’s Hospital Westmead.
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